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II. The Senior Thesis Project
A. Presentation of the Theme and Research:
Remembering the Forgotten
A Chorea graphic Process connecting History and Dance
By: Meagan Jeffries
Mentors:
Professor Judith Scalin
Professor Holly Johnston

Remembering the Forgotten: A Choreographic Process Connecting History and
Dance is a choreographic thesis. I set out to find a way to connect dance and history through
the movement of the body. I chose to use a compilation of World War ti letters in the book

World War II Letters edited by: Bill Adler with Tracy Quinn McLennan (cited in the
Appendices). The excerpts from the letters serve as the emotional attachment my dancers have
to their loved ones at war. This piece displays the hardships the women on the home front had
to deal with when receiving letters from their loved ones over seas .
Coming up with the theme of my thesis was both easy but very complicated at the same
time. I knew I wanted my theme to encompass my second major, History, however the process
of narrowing down the theme to a specific idea was very challenging. I have always had an
interest and curiosity to the events in World War IL It was an era of so much tragedy, heroism,
political transformations, hardships, and disasters, but what makes it so interesting is the unique
stories behind the world at war. Growing up I always heard stories about serving in the war
from my grandfather (my dad's dad) and from my grandmother (my mom's mom), who both
experienced the war in unique ways. My grandfather always made little comments but never
went into full details of his experience because I was only 5 and he did not want to relive his
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past. One story I will always remember him telling me is the experiences of a very close friend
to my grandfather. He served as an air force pilot in WWII, when his plane was shot down
along with four other pilots. He managed to survive on a raft for 20 or so days while the 4
others pilots gave up their life because of the lack of resources they had. I will always
remember my grandfather telling the story and seeing the look on my grandfather's face. The
look was one of sadness but also one of relief that both my grandfather and his friend came
home safe. Even though they came home safe, they will forever be scarred. My grandmother's
(mom's mother) story was quite different. It took place on the tiny island of Malta, where her
parents and 13 siblings all lived. At this point in the war Germany asked the Italians to bomb
the island of Malta. Malta was so close to Italy that many had relatives living in Malta and
knew the people of Malta, so the Italians instead bombed the water surrounding Malta. My
grandmother would tell me that her and her siblings would all run out and watch the bombs hit
the water. To them this was entertainment; it was a water show to them. Eventually the
Germans got wind of the lack of destruction the Italians were doing. So they decided to bomb
;,,

Malta themselves. They devastated Malta, luckily my great-grandparents and my grandmother
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and her siblings were unarmed. My great-grandparents owned a big bakery in Malta, they
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supplied a lot of the Italian army with their breads and milks, so everyday they would always
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make extra and my great-grandparents would send my grandmother and her older siblings out
to hand out the extra food to those who needed it. My great-grandparents did not have much but
what they have they decided to give it to those who really needed it. When I first heard this
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story, at the age of five, I was so intrigued. I thought my grandmother was a superhero by night.
I pictured her running up and down the streets of Malta handing out bread in the shadows of the
darkness. She was a rebel and a superhero in my eyes. Now that I am older I still view her as a
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superhero but my perception has shifted. I see her and my great-grandparents as people who
cared for their country. They risked everything to feed their neighbors; they defied those in
charge with no thought to what would happen to them if they were caught. I will cherish this
story my whole life because this story helped shape my love for history. That look my
grandfather gave when he said his stories as well as my grandmother telling her stories would
make ultimately gave life to my senior thesis project.
My idea took longer than usual to develop. It all started with being inspired at
commencement last year listening to Ken Bum's speech. I have always been a fan of him and
his work so I thought what better way to incorporate his vision of history with my vision of
history. My first idea was to use Ken Bums' document The War as my sound score and visual
aid to create a unique performance of dancers, movement, and a documentary. I really liked the
idea of using the unique stories of those involved in World War II that Ken Bums captures to
show the uniqueness of my dancers but as well as the magnitude of uniqueness each solider,
mother, father, nurse, sister, wife, girlfriend, doctor and so on faced.
I found myself watching Ken Bums' documentary The War over and over again. I had
already watched it, so I had some familiarity with it, but I still found it hard picking which
stories I wanted to focus on. All the stories in the documentary were unique and special plus
Ken Burns covers the whole war. He looks at how the different states, different occupations
and different people were affected by the war but also how the hardships have changed their
lives forever. Throughout my life and journey of education I have taken many history classes
on World War II. I have looked at the Canadian aspect, the European aspect, the American
aspect as well as the Pacific aspect. The one thing that real! y stuck with me is how over time
big historical events seemed to be told in a flat manner. It seemed to be told about faceless men,
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who fought for a broad sense of patriotism, power, and protection. There was no difference
from the different war perspectives. I found myself wanting to explore the uniqueness of the
war, the individuals and what they experienced. I wanted to see more through the eyes of those
who encountered it, rather than through the expansive one leveled government perspective.
Everyone already has a pretty good idea as to why the war started. Germany was trying
to reestablish their sense of dominance by trying to take over all of Europe and eventual! y the
world, the US enters the war after the horrific event of Pearl Harbor, in I 941. To me, these are
just facts as to why WWII happened. What about on a deeper level? How did those at home
feel about the war? What was the tension like in Europe? How did people survive? How did
families let their loved ones leave with knowing that they might never return? All these
questions really interested me and I think that is why I really became interested in Ken Burns'
documentary. He was able to connect both the broad sense of the war as well as the uniqueness
of the war and the importance the individual fight and effort to help their country was. Now
that I had made up my mind, my next course of action was to get a proposal written. This was
no easy task, I had never written a proposal before and the proposal was forcing me to make up
my mind as to what part of the documentary I wanted to use. The War is such a large
documentary that covers so much, making it hard to narrow it down. At first I did not know
what issue I wanted to focus on. There was personal experiences of women on the home front,
men on the front lines, racial issues, women working, soldiers finding love with a nurse and so
on. I eventually decided to focus on 8 minutes worth of footage using four different sections.
Each of these sections of the documentary focused on an individual person and what they went
through. I really enjoyed the story of a nurse and how she met her husband. It was a very lite
hearted and sweet story engulfed in a horrible war.
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After finally getting my proposal done and handing it in to Judy to pass along the
waiting game finally started. After a while, I never heard back so I had to give up on that idea
and move to a new one. It took me a very long time to come up with a new idea. I did not know
what I wanted to focus on because I had my heart set on using the documentary. It took me a
while to come up with my new idea. After many talks with Holly Johnston, and Judy Scalin I
discovered the publication of World War II letters from soldiers to their loved ones back home.
As soon as I got my hands on a copy of the book and began reading the letters and my final
thesis idea flooded into my head. I was going to make a dance based on some excerpts of these
letters and have the dancers portray the emotions of those who received the letters back home. I
wanted to portray the emotions of these letters and the depiction they painted of WWII. Letter
writing was the only connection people had to their loved one over seas. It was a means of
communication and making sure the other was doing fine. It was a connection soldiers had to
reality, it grounded them and allowed them to remember what they had waiting for them back
home.
Reading these letters was pretty intense. The content the letters had, the emotions the
author conveyed, and the horrors these soldiers endured was all present in the letters. At first, it
was a little hard to connect to the letters because I live in an age where communicating is done
instantly via technology. I never really experience letter writing and the long time it would take
to receive the letters. I had tore-read the letters over and over again until I could make the clear
connection these letters had to those receiving them.
I was excited to start this new idea and so were my dancers. I just had to figure out a
way to develop this connection into a dance. I found that once I was able to connect to the
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emotions behind the letter the movement came easy. The tricky part was re-working the
movement for the specific emotion the dancer's letters conveyed.

Letter Excerpts:

Charissa's: "Should my heart stop, it will always beat for you, held its love for you inside in
faithfulness, joined to you in tough and happy hours"
Libby's: "Nine months ago yesterday was the last time we were together. It's sure hard to
realize we have a daughter nearly 3 months old .... "
Sydney's: "Then came a war all its strife, upsetting the happiness of our life, although our
ways are now far apart, fond memories of your dear are safe in my heart"
Grace's: "I know you would like to hear about my fights but I don't suppose I'd better
write about them; I'll tell you about them when I get back. I've seen many things happen
that are extremely hard to believe. I thought such things were dreamed up by fiction
writers, but now I know some of these things can really happen"

These four letter excerpts had a strong sense of emotions. I was able to grasp the
connection they had to the person they were writing too and it made the movement flow.
There were many more excerpts I wanted to use but I chose these ones. That does not
mean I ignored the other excerpts, I used them to decorate the studio space and set the
tone for the audience.
Overall the process of developing the theme was a slow process but it was funny
how I went from using a modern media source of the war to going straight to the primary
source of using the letters written by those who experienced the war. It was really
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interesting how many people experienced the war differently, giving life to the
uniqueness of the war but at the same time strengthening the bound of the experience of
the war through the community.

B. Journal:
October 7. 2012: First Rehearsal
Today was my first rehearsal for my senior thesis. So far, it has been really hard to
get my cast: Grace, Sydney, Libby, Charissa, and Megan, together due to scheduling. I also
have not finished my proposal for Ken Burns, however that is not stopping me from
holding rehearsal. I want to start with my movement vocabulary and work of getting the
idea across to my dancers. It does seem a little weird to start without getting the green
light to use the documentary, but this will allow me to get a grip on the movement
vocabulary.
For the start ofmy movement vocabulary I wanted to focus on the idea of
expressing the emotions of the experiences of WWII. However, the more I thought about
this I realized how big this idea was. World War II was something that happened over
years involving most of the world, how was I to big this idea into movement. I first started
with the gradual entrance of the dancers. Charissa would start on first, then two more
dancers would appeared then the other two would come on. This gradual entrance
imitates the idea of war, it all starts with one person, one idea, one expression and turns
into a mass movement.

I
i
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This rehearsal overall went well. It was a good starting off point, however I can't
help but wonder how this will translate with the documentary. I used a random song

(Ischariot by: Walk the Moon)for this rehearsal to give the dancers a feel for the
movement in their bodies. I really appreciated the enthusiasm of the dancers to my idea.
They all seemed very interested and invested in the idea. It's a new idea that hasn't been
seen at LMU and I can't wait to put it together. Fingers crossed that everything works out.

October 21. 2013: Second Rehearsal
It has been very difficult to get rehearsals scheduled due to the lack of studio space
and time that fits for all of us. It's definitely been more of a challenge then I thought. But, I
guess we just have to work with what we've been given. I have now finally sent in my
proposal for Ken Burns asking if I would be able to use his documentary. Now I just have
to wait for a reply. It is a little stressful because ifhe says no then I have to start at square
one with coming up with another idea. I know it would be smart to have a Plan B already
but I have my heart and mind set on this idea. Now the waiting game starts.
In my second rehearsal I had my dancers work on the movement phrase from last
rehearsal as well as adding more to it. I'm still struggling with the idea of trying to
translate a big academic topic into a movement phrase. I find that the individualism and
the importance of the single unique person are being swallowed by the whole idea. I love
the dancers I have chosen because I feel that they are all unique dancers. They all have
their own way of moving and own way of performing. I need to try and use their unique
abilities more to my advantage.
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I am also struggling with trying to figure out how to incorporate the movement
with the documentary. I feel like now that my dancers have done the movement to the
same song now for a little bit it is starting to embody the character of the music instead of
the characters of the documentary or of World War II.
I am starting to feel a little like I am drowning in this idea because it is a little big
and the fact that I don't actually know if I am going to be able to do it. But overall, my
rehearsal was good. My dancers are still very much invested in the idea; they wanted to
know more about the documentary and how it was going to be used. It is very exciting for
me because they also seemed very invested in the historical idea. It is hard to make
someone like history. History to some people is very academic and dry but to me, it is a
story of our beginnings. It is the stories of those who have lived before us and have laid
out the foundations for us to live our life. World War II is especially important because it
fought for the rights and protection of the world. It brought nations together to stand up
for human rights.
I could not be happier that all the dancers seemed very much interested. They
seem interested in not just the dancing side but also the historical side. They have been
asking a lot of historical questions but also have invested in trying to evoke the emotions
of that era. But I also think they are just excited to try a new way of performing and
moving. My fingers are crossed big time for Ken Burns to approve my proposal so I can
find my artistic and historical voice.
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October 28. 2012: Rehearsal #3
This is my third rehearsal and I still have not heard back from Ken Burns, so I have
decided to continue with my movement sequence from the previous two rehearsals. It is a
little hard trying to move forward with my senior thesis without having a definite yes or
no. I feel like my movement phrase is really following the musicality of the song I choose
[Iscahriot By: Walk the Moon) and that it is losing the historical idea of World War II. It

seems to just be another dance, instead of having a connection to the history of our greatgrandparents or grandparents. World War II has always been a source of interest to me,
because it affected everyone, no matter where you were. I remember hearing stories from
my Grandmother, my mom's mother, who lived in Malta (a small island off of Italy). She
would always talk about how the Italians were told by the Germans to bomb Malta but
because Italy liked Malta and a lot of people's relatives lived on the island they missed on
purpose, instead of hitting buildings they would hit the beach or the water. Stories like
this always made me wonder what it would be like to live in that moment. If I was my
grandmother how would I cope with the constant threat of bombs. The fact that it
happened to someone that I love makes it easier to connect with.
That same connection is something I have been trying to get across to my dancers.
I told them stories I heard growing up from my family, but also stories I have heard from
vets and various history classes. I discussed with them the connection of the realness of
World War II with the dryness of paper and words. When I asked them about their
experience in history class with World War II my dancers responded with it being dry,
simple, and boring. I was really hurt by this but then I explain to them the way I see it, and
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their interest sparked immediately. They more and more questions they asked the more
and more connected we all became to the process.
The rest of that rehearsal got rid of all my worries of not finding the connection
with my movement phrase to World War II. My dancers executed the movement
beautifully with a deeper connection to the movement. It looked more like a beautiful art
piece then just a simple dance routine.
I was very proud of them and proud of the work I have done so far. I am still
nervous about waiting for a response from Ken Burns but overall I have a really good
feeling about it.

November 18. 2012: Rehearsal #4
So I still have not heard from Ken Burns. Judy and Holly have both instructed me to
find another plan. It is really hard to find a new plan when my mind and heart was set on
using the documentary. I guess the whole time I was trying to be positive that I actually
never thought of me not being able to do it. I am not sure if that was just me being naive
or way too positive. I feel a little stuck with ideas right now. Holly has mentioned to me
that maybe I should make my own video to use. I could find pictures on Google and
various databases and use them to create my own vision of a perfect documentary. Right
now I am leaning more towards this idea because it is a solution to my original idea.
However, the only thing that is holding me back is the fact that I don't know how to make
a video. I have never done it before in my life.
Another idea I am thinking over is an idea I got from talking to David. We first
started talking about copy write issues and how I am going to have to move to plan b.
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David mentioned that he just saw a book review about a book that has compiled a bunch
of soldier's letters from WWII into a book. This letters are meant to show inside of the
mind of soldiers on the front lines from all different areas and countries. I really like this
idea but I am not sure how I would incorporate the letters into the movement and how it
would come across to the audience. However, I really like this idea.
Another hardship right now is finding time to meet with my dancers. Everyone's
schedules are crazy this semester and it is so hard to find a time that we can all meet. It is
getting really frustrating but I am just going to have to work with what I get. My dancers
are doing a great job with being cooperative and letting everything work out. I appreciate
their hard work and focus within the rehearsal process; this process would not be the
same without them.
We finally found a time to meet together today, thank goodness. At this rehearsal I
talked to them about changing to plan band I told them my two ideas that I am working
with. The girls seemed more receptive to the letter idea and the more and more I think
about it I feel myself leaning more towards it. But since I haven't fully chosen what idea,
we continued on the movement phrase from the other three rehearsals. My movement is
looking great and I can't be more excited for its outcome.

December 2. 2012: Chosen Plan B
Well because of the crazy concert schedule and exams coming up we haven't been
able to meet and probably won't be able to till after we all come back from break. It is
going to be a long gap but this will give me some time to really solidify my senior thesis
idea and really create a work of art.
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I have finally decided on using the letter idea and I have actually looked into
various books that have made compilations of these letters. I have chosen a book where I
am going to get my letters from. I've chosen World War II Letters edited by Bill Adler with
Tracy Quinn McLennan. Within the book I have chosen 5 letters that I would like to use,
except I haven't figured out how I am going to use them. I am playing with a few ideas but
nothing is really sticking out to me. So I am going to continue to think about ways to use
the letters.

December 6. 2012: Solidified my idea.
I have finally decided on a way that I am going to use the letters in my dance. I have
decided that I want my dancers to act as the women who received these letters back in
the 1940s. I think it would be a beautiful artistic expression of emotions, movement,
history and truth. I feel like this way my dancers can really express the letters through
physical dancing with them as well as reading them out loud for the audience to hear.
Now all I have to do is formulate a plan to bring is idea to life. That is what I will be doing
during the Christmas break.

February 3. 2013:
This rehearsal I really got stuff done. I went with my previous idea of the dancers
receiving the letters. I had the dancers use some of the movement phrase from our
previous work but I also decided to change it a little. I have the dancers dancing with the
letters the whole time and one by one stepping out of the group and reading the letters
out loud.
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I've separated different sections of the letters and given one section to each dancer.
1 want them to figure out what emotion they would have in response to the letters. Some
of the letters that I have chosen are sad, while others are happy, and one is even deeply
optimistic. I am also playing with the idea of finding different emotions each time the
dancer reads the letter. I want to play with the idea of the different stages of emotions a
person goes through when reading a letter: the first time you read it the emotion could be
happiness, then the second time there could be longing, then the third sadness and the
fourth time maybe even anger.
I also am trying to play with the use of different pairings within the S dancers.
World War II was very much a community and worldly experience as well as a uniquely
private experience. Not one person experience the war the same but everyone did
experience the war. I order to play with this idea I have split the whole group into a trio
and then a duet. This allows the dance to have a between us vs. them.
I am very pleased with the work I did today. I got S minutes worth of choreography
done!!! So excited, but there is still plenty of work to do! I can't wait to continue on this
process.

February 10. 2013
Now that I have really allowed the letter receiving idea take form, things have
finally taken off. I got a lot done last week so I am excited to continue. It has been a little
rough the last couple of weeks due to personal issues. My Grandmother is really sick and
not doing well, it is hard to stay present here when I just want to go home and see her.
The only thing I can do right now is move along and continue to finish my work
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This rehearsal I chose to focus on creating more movement phrases. I have already
worked with Sydney and Libby with reading their letters, now I want to focus on Megan's
and if I have time Grace's letter. I have already created the image of the women coming
out in a follow up type coming from the back corner. This gives the viewer the sense of
having a communal war experience as well as having a very personal and unique
experience. The idea of having a group of women experience similar emotions and
hardships but have a completely unique experience as well really is the essence I want to
capture. It is something that speaks to the soul and made the war experience what it was.
I have moments of duets and trios as well as moments of solos within the whole
routine to contrast between 'them' and 'us'. I really like the idea of having the dancers be
there for each other as well as be consumed with their own emotions. I am a little
concerned with having the dancers read five letters separately because I don't know if
that is going to get boring to the audience. It is hard to keep the pace going with a similar
story five times. I still need to work on finding the resolution of the piece I want. I don't
know how to end it yet or what I want the last image to be. This is something I feel will
evolve over time.
This rehearsal was a good one. It allowed me to go over what I needed to with my
dancers from the previous rehearsal plus I got to go on a little. I created Megan's solo
break off moment. Her letter is shorter than the rest so it really allowed me to give her
more movement and have her invest more in the emotion of the letter driving her
movements.
One thing that I need notice I needed to work on is having the dancers find their
emotions more through their movements. Right now it looks like they are relying a little
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too much on the letters. The letters are what gave life to the idea but overall this is a
movement piece, so I want the music to speak for the piece.
Next rehearsal I will have to work on compacting the movement more and layering
more and more of the sections together. I will also have to work on giving Charissa and
Grace their solo reading letter moment. I still have to figure out how I want them to read
their letter so it is not so monotonous.

February 24. 2013
Well recently things have kind of gotten a little rough. I did not have rehearsal last
weekend; I had to go home because my grandmother ended up passing away during my
last rehearsal. It has been rough dealing with the news and troubles of it. My grandmother
was an amazing person, she always influenced me to be as creative as I can but also she is
one of the main figures in my life that encouraged me to keep on dancing. She also
allowed me to really love history stories. She is one of the main reasons why I wanted to
study dance and history in college. Her passing is really hard to take because she inspired
me to make this idea work out.
I need to find away to incorporate the emotions I am personally feeling and
continue working on my movement and piecing together the idea. This rehearsal I gave
the dancers some time to go over the dance since it was a while since we had our last
rehearsal. I also worked on staging Grace and Charissa's reading their letter section. I
chose to have them read their letters at the same time, one right after the other. I thought
it gave the piece a change of pace by having two different letters being read
simultaneously. I really liked this idea but I need to work with them to slow down their
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reading and find the pace of public reading. It seems a little cut and dry and doesn't have
any flow to it. That will come with getting used to reading the letter and comfortable with
the flow of the piece.
We still have a lot of work to do but so far I am happy with what I have done so far.
It was been a long road and there have been hiccups but overall it was a great process and
has taught me to take one thing at a time. I can only control the things I have power over,
for those things I can't control I will not stress about...or try not too.

March 17, 2013:
So I haven't had rehearsal in a while because of spring break it was hard to get
everyone together. I also got another hiccup in my process. I lost a dancer. Megan
Engelstad decided to choose to do her outside hip-hop group over my thesis. To be honest
I am disgusted that she decided to throw away all her hard work that she has put in since
the beginning of the year and she just demonstrated how little she thought of the process
and the other dancers in it. This is not what I needed to deal with right now; more stress
is not a good way to finish my thesis.
Now I have to restage my dance, which was made for five into a four-person dance.
I was at first thinking of having someone else step in but I don't have the time to teach
them the routine nor do I want to step in and dance my own piece. I have talked to Holly
and she thinks it is very do-able with four dancers. I will stead have to re-space but keep
the movement the same.
In this rehearsal we decided to focus on taking out Megan Engelstad's solo moment
and give Libby her letter to read. I now gave Libby two letters to read and extended her
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solo part. I like the blending on Megan's and Libby's together because it gives the piece a
new flow and gives Libby's part more complexity and layers. I feel like it will be better
with instead of taking out Megan's part to morph it with Libby's because they go right
after each other. It's not ideal because I'm not sure ifit will look weird that Libby has a
much longer solo then everyone else, but I can always layer the other three dancers into
Libby's part.
I am just really hurt that this had to happen. We have been working on this thesis
since October and the fact that she was able to throw it away just like that was
disheartening and it made me reevaluate her as my friend and as a hard worker. I am
bitter because it is more work and that is playing into my emotions but still no
choreographer should have to restage in the last month because a dancer did not want to
do it. They made a commitment and they have to stick with it.
Overall, after this rehearsal my feelings have toned down because I am pleased
with how it is turning out right now. My remaining four dancers look awesome doing the
piece and I am excited to have them still part ofmy senior thesis. We still have a lot of
work ahead of us. I need to still figure out how I want to end the piece. But that will come
with time once the air settles from this disruption.

March 24. 2013:
This is our rehearsal before Easter. I got an ending put on this rehearsal, but I am
not sure if I am sold with the ending. It isn't an ending I love so I know I am going to be
changing it a little down the road. I think I just have to sit with it and watch it over and
over again until I decide what I want.
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My dancers did a fantastic job at rehearsal today. They were very focused and
willing to work. They brought a new investment into reading their letters and asked a lot
of thought provoking questions about the letters and how they should feel towards them.
This was really reassuring for me as a choreographer because it allowed me to see their
investment into the idea. The hiccup we had did not at all affect the feel and advancement
of my thesis. It strengthened it, the dancers now know the amount of investment that is
needed in a senior thesis. I will always appreciate their work effort and their
determination to make my idea come to life.
My idea is almost fully developed; I had a meeting with Holly before this rehearsal
just to get some more ideas flowing and to see what her advice was for what I already had.
She feels like I could us some more ranges of movement, I need to find the spectrum of
emotions more, from ecstasy to gut wrenching. She also thinks that I could use the letters
less literally and have the shape the feelings of the dancers. I should use the letters to
create movement and become to the women more than just letters. The letters could
become a key, a lock, a nightmare etc. I really like this idea so I decided to play around
with it in rehearsal. I asked each of the dancers to read their letter and to think what that
letter means to them. Charissa's letter excerpt of the letter talks about if her heart stops
beating, so she came up with the letter being her heartbeat. Sydney focused on her letter
being the key to her happiness and security. Libby thought of her letter physically as her
newborn because her letter talks about how she had a child with the father being at war.
Grace thought of her letter as being her sanity, her happiness but also her nightmare.
I am very impressed with how deep my dancers were able to get with their letters.
I guess now they have had them for a while so they are more comfortable with them. This
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rehearsal I also played with where the letters would be during the dance. I did not just
want them holding it the whole time, instead I wanted them to drop it, forget about it,
walk on it, drag it etc. to give a deeper meaning to the emotions of opening the letter.
I could not be happier with how my senior thesis is progressing. It has taken a long
time to get here and it has been a bumpy road but overall I am so glad I got to experience
this process with these four dancers. They are incredibly supportive and invested in the
idea that it allows my creativity to flourish more. This has been quite a learning
experience so far.

April 7. 2013:
It has been a little bit since our last rehearsal because of Easter, but now that we
are finally meeting I have just been told by my dancers that this is most likely going to be
our last Sunday rehearsal because of sorority engagements, ACDFA, and a trip home. I was
a little annoyed by this but what I've learned from my process so far is that you have to
take one thing at a time. I took a deep breath and figured out other times we could meet.
This is one thing I am really grateful for this process is that it has given me so much
patience and before this process I had none.
So today in rehearsal I wanted to fix up the ending, I wanted the ending to
encapsulate the uniqueness the ladies had to the letters but also still keep with the sense
of together that was depicted in the beginning. I decided to have Charissa end on stage
alone like how she begun the piece. I wanted each dancer minus Charissa to shed their
letter, the letter eventually becomes an anchor to them and they can only truly live their
life once they cut the cord between the paper and their emotions. This sort of has a
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modern day interpretation, the idea that we cling to history so much that we forget to live
in the present. SO I kind of wanted to play off these two ideas. I want the dancers to have a
release to the letters and shed all the emotions they carry throughout the piece.
I made this possible by having the dancers do their motifs and individually shed
their letter but walk off as a group. Charissa is the only one still left on stage. She is that
one person who could not shed her letter and release her emotions. She still clings to her
letter physically. I am happy with this ending but there is still something missing. I left
this rehearsal thinking that it was still missing something. I have to watch the video a
couple of times and try to figure out what I want to add to it.

April 30. 2013:
This is getting close to being my last rehearsal and now I have to re-space again
because I lost another dancer. Libby could not perform my thesis because she is really
sick and is not cleared by her doctor or Damon to dance. Just when I thought I had a
handle on my process, life throws me another curve ball. Now I have lost 2 dancers, I went
from having five to now only having three. I have to try and make it work as a trio.
I decided to change the beginning because now it looks weird with my original 'v'
shape idea. I still have Charissa starting on stage by herself but now I have Grace coming
straightforward instead of following Charissa and I kept Sydney the same. I also changed
some of the group parts to not make it look so cookie cutter. I added new layers into the
group section to have little break off moments giving the work more dimensions to it.
I'm actually really shocked. I thought I was going to be totally angry with how it
looks but to be honest I love the way the piece looks right now. It has a new flow to it and
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I feel like it is really interesting to watch. I am really enjoying the look of the break off
moments. I think it adds more complexity to the dance and gives it a new sense of
urgency. It is also nice because it gives my eyes a fresh new perspective on my dance. I am
able to notice moments that I was never able to see before.
I am very pleased with my dancers work and their total determination to finish my
work. I am also very happy with Libby and her attitude. She still comes to every rehearsal
and gets involved in the process. She gives feedback and she asks questions and she helps
me film. I am so pleased that even when she can't do it, she is still 100% invested in the
process.

May 2. 2013:
This is my last rehearsal until the day of the performance. I am excited but a little
nervous. I'm more nervous for what could go wrong but I have 100% confidence in my
dancers that no matter what they will make it work. I just can't wait to just have them
perform it so it's done. This process has had so many ups and downs that I am just
exhausted from it. I want it to finally be over, even though it was a great learning
experience.
At this rehearsal I just did little fixing up of things here and there. I am very
pleased with how it has turned out. It is something that I am proud of, and am so glad that
I was able to follow through on my idea and make it work. I feel like I have grown so much
during this process because I was able to critically look at my work and make decisions on
how to adapt it. I am so proud of all our work.
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Sunday is the final day. We have one quick rehearsal before hand and then we
perform. So many emotions are running through me right now, that I just want it to be
Sunday already.
May 5. 2013: Final Rehearsal and Performance
So today is the day, I am so excited and so nervous at the same time. I can't wait to
have my dancers perform our hard work for an audience. In this quick rehearsal I just had
the dancers run it three times so they can be comfortable with it. I gave them their last
couple of notes. We all felt pretty comfortable and everyone just seemed excited to
perform it. The energy in the room was wonderful.
Libby showed up and helped me a lot with setting up little things here and there. l
wrote up a bunch of excerpts from the letter compilation book I used to set the mood up
outside. I also typed up four different excerpts and placed them on the chairs for the
guests to experience opening a letter, like my dancers experienced.
I am so pleased with how far we have come from the beginning of October to now,
we have all grown so much and have all learned valuable lessons from this rehearsal. As
much as it pains me to say this but I would not change this process ever. It allowed me to
really find my voice physically and artistically. I now know that I can handle every curve
ball that life throws at me. I just have to breath and keep on moving through the tough
times.

After the Performance: Feedback
After the show I receive a great deal of feedback and all of it was positive. I am so
pleased with how well my dancers danced it, my thesis looked magnificent. I was really
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excited to see how my peers perceived the work. They all thought it looked beautiful and
they were moved by the emotions the dancers and the letters conveyed. I was really
happy with Teresa's friend Susan's comments. She was so impressed with the idea and
thought it was so important that I was able to have such an interest in history and
preserving something that is so important to who we are as a nation and as individuals.
She told me she had personal letters from her father, a Pearl Harbor survivor, and her
mother of their experiences during World War II. She then asked for my email and said
she will send them my way so I can take a look at them. I am so ecstatic that she is willing
to share her personal letters with me. I love reading letters dealing with history. It gives
the reader a complete inside look as to what is happening. I cannot wait to read these
letters.
I was really proud of Holly's feedback, she thought it was beautiful and that I did a
great job with the layering and I made awesome choreographic choices when cutting it
down to a trio. She knows my piece inside out after all numerous videos I sent her and all
the late night emails back and forth. So to see her so happy with my final products makes
me feel like I really accomplished what I wanted to do and that was to make people care
about the importance of history.
The love and feedback I got was incredible. I will always remember this one male
student who came (I did not even get his name) but he saw my poster in passing and
decided to come and watch it. He was in awe of my dancers and how I was able to come
up with the idea. He was extremely into history and was so curious as to where I got these
letters. I showed him the book and he asked if when I'm done with it if I can return it to
the library right away so he could check it out. He was impressed that I was able to see the
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importance these letters have to our generation and loved how I portrayed them. This is
exactly what I wanted to go for, I am so excited that my idea was able to touch someone so
deeply that they wanted to do the same research I had the pleasure of doing. I am ecstatic
that I was able to get someone so excited about history.
C. Rehearsal Calendar
**highlighted dates are dates we rehearsed on
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D. Discussion of the Dancers:
I selected at first these five dancers: Charissa Kroeger, Grace Goodwin, Sydney Clemenson,
Megan Engelstad and Libby Wolf, because I thought these dancers have an excellent
expression of emotions when they danced. I wanted to work with more mature dancers because
this subject matter was mature. I wanted people who understood the importance of a senior
thesis and what the process would entail. My thoughts change a little throughout the process.
Grace Goodwin: Grace is a beautiful dancer and a complete pleasure to have in my thesis. She
was invested in my idea the whole time and really invested her 110% every rehearsal. I was
really impressed with her maturity and the depth see went to understanding the emotions
behind the letter. She was extremely respectful during rehearsals and always gave insight into
how to make my vision that much better. I am so happy and grateful I got to work with such a
wonderful dancer and human being. I would love to work with Grace again in the future.
Charissa Kroeger: Charissa is such a talented young dancer. This is my second year in a row
working with her and I could not be happier. Her focus and love for dance lit up the room
during every rehearsal. Not only was she so hungry to dance she was interested and wanted to
learn more about history. Her questions really allowed her to dive into the emotions of the
letter. Her movement quality and expression brought a lot of uniqueness to my thesis, making
my experience incredible Charissa was such a joy to work with and she really made my thesis
look magnificent. I am so lucky I got to work with her again and I hope to get to work with her
in the future.
Sydney Clemenson: Sydney is such a beautiful and talented dancer. She is a joy to watch and
teach. She was extremely observant within rehearsals and she asked brilliant questions to better
invest into her character and the emotions she wanted to convey. I am so impressed with how
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much Sydney has grown with reciting her letter. At first it sounded very robotic but by the time
we performed it she sounded beautiful and the emotions she conveyed were real and raw. I am
so lucky and happy that I got to work with such a talented dancer and human being. I cannot
wait to get to work with Sydney in the future.
Libby Wolf: Libby is a beautiful person inside and out. She always is in a joyous mood and
made creating my thesis so much fun. I am so happy I was able to work with her before I
graduated. She worked so hard in rehearsals and asked beautiful questions about her letter and
the soldier who wrote it. Unfortunately she got sick and was unable to perform my thesis. I was
devastated because I know how hard she worked all year and a week till performance she could
no longer do it. What was incredible was even though she could not perform she was 100%
dedicated to the project, she carue to every rehearsal and always gave input and was there for
me if I needed help. I appreciate all Libby did for me so much. She was such a big help and
helped make my senior thesis experience an incredible learning experience. I would love to
work with Libby again in the future.
Megan Engelstad: Megan was a dancer in my piece for half the year then she dropped out on
me. When she was coming to rehearsals she was a great part of my thesis. She was really
invested and tried her hardest. She cared for the idea and always gave great insight into how to
convey the emotions. Unfortunately she chose to do something else over my thesis. It was very
hard to deal with at first, but all my other dancers stepped up to the plate and gave their 100%
making my thesis look beautiful. I aru still disappointed in Megan but overall, it was a great
learning experience. It now makes me second guess the idea of commitment.
Overall my dancers were a huge part of my thesis. Without them my idea would not of
come to life. They turned my simple idea into a beautiful, emotional, display of history and
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dance. They have taught me so much about myself and how I should choreograph. I've learned
to take one thing at a time and to better communicate with my dancers. I am a very lucky
choreography to have gotten to work with such incredible talent.

Statement from Each Dancer:
Sydney Clemenson: 'This process was unique, in that I was given the freedom to bring my own
experiences into my performance. I could react in any way to the letter I received, and this kept
everything fresh and new. Meagan was a great leader and inspired us to really delve into our
particular characters and stories. I learned that struggle and unpredictable changes can actually
add to the value of a piece and the strength of a group of dancers."
Charissa Kroeger: "Through many unpredictable bumps in the road of this process, Meagan
still held true to her vision and intentions for the piece. Her strengths appear in the way that she
can combine her two loves of dance and history to create a powerful work. As a result of these
two areas of study there is a beautiful duality that exists between her stylized contemporary
movement vocabulary that is very relevant for the present, contrasted with the historical themes
and written letters of individuals from the past. I appreciate the fact that as a dancer I had so
much freedom to interpret the movement in a personal way, and I am grateful for the amount of
trust Meagan had for her dancers."
Libby Wolf: "I am so inspired by the fact that Meagan is able to combine her two passions,
history and dance. I have always had a love for history but I was never brave enough to pursue
it as a deeper study in college. However, going through this process, even with its difficult
circumstances, has reminded me of how much I love history and how much it moves me.
Meagan's ability to keep a strong and stable mind throughout this entire process that was her
thesis just goes to show that no matter what happens everything will turn out they way it should
be. I always believe everything happens for a reason and even though I was not able to dance in
the piece because of an illness I am sure there will be a reason why that happened to me in the
near future. But I know I was honored to watch this beautiful piece of work come alive before
my eyes and be performed for a wonderful audience. I am so happy that Meagan never gave up
on what she wanted out of this piece and I believe what she was striving for was succeeded in
the end. I am so grateful for the faith and trust that Meagan had in her dancers and knew they
would portray what she hoped!"
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E. The Costumes:
For the costumes I wanted to go every simple and clean. I did not want crazy patterns
but I wanted to have some dynamic so it is not completely boring. I thought about letters and
how paper is a very natural color, even when paper gets old it turns a natural off white yellow
color. I wanted my dancers to compliment the tones of a letter, envelope, stamp and the
gloominess of the world during WWII. I have my dancers wear various different versions of
sundresses in a white, beige or earth tone color. I wanted my dancers in dresses because they
are representing the females on the home front and during the 1940s women mostly wore
dresses. I also like the look and feel of the dresses when the dancers moved around the space. I
did not want the dresses to be flashy and take away from the emotions the dancers were
conveying or the letters in their hands. Below is a picture of my dancers on performance day.
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F. The Music:
My process of choosing music was a little difficult. I had a hard time what type of
music I was going for. I listened to various soundtracks from war documentaries and movies
and they all seemed so loud and epic and would over power my five dancers. I then turned to
music that was a little more contemporary but it gave too much of a modern feel, disconnecting
the dancers and the letters from their connection to World War II. I then looked into different
composers trying to find a match. I was either finding music that was way too stylized for my
idea or music that was thirty minutes long. I was about to give up on using music when I
stumbled upon composers Paolo Buonvino and Emanuele Bossi. They composed songs to be
used in movies, their one song entitled: Mother's Death, was absolutely breath taking. It was a
song that was simple, emotional, and beautiful. It complimented the dancers and the movement
beautifully. I used this song as the entrance of all the dancers through a movement phrase. The
song really started in a warm tone that welcomed the dancers on to the stage then over time it
developed and grew louder and louder allowing the dancers to establish their relationship to the
letter, to the situation and to each other. After this song ended ( 1:54), the dancers continued in
silence until the all met up and danced together as a trio. Next song I used was from my all time
favorite World War II miniseries called Band of Brothers, it was composed by Beethoven and
entitled, String Quartet in C-Sharp Minor, Op. 131, this song was beautiful and very
melancholy. It allowed the dancers to explore a more depressing and gut wrenching experience
with the letters than the previous song. Beethoven really knows how to make the most beautiful
note sound depressing. The slow melody of this song allowed the dancers to find a more full
movement approach by really reaching through their entire body to cover as much space in the
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room as they can. After this short song was done (2: 10) the dancers then continued in silence
until after Grace and Charissa finished reading their letters then I chose to use the song entitled,

The Violet Hour, by the Civil Wars. This song starts out with 4 bell rings, these bells really set
the somber mood. The dancers more realize the experience of these letters and the possibility
that they may never see the person who wrote these letters again. This song really allows the
dancers to flow through their movement but also has a enough tones in the melody to allow the
dancers to explore different emotions within their movement. I loved ending with this song
because it ended the same way it started with the bell ringing. The bell ringing gave the dance a
sense of closure because of its simplicity but also implies the end of a service, whether it be a
worship service or a funeral service. It leaves the mood melancholy, allowing the audience to
feel exactly how these women in the home front felt, uncertain if their loved one was alive or
not.
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G. The Sets and Lighting:
For my set I chose to perform my piece in the dance studios because it was both a place
of intimacy and familiarity. My piece reached 15 minutes and I wanted to have my own show
where I could represent my work the way I wanted to. This way I was able to create my own
mood and feel for the performance.
For lighting I chose to make it simple. I had my dancers perform at 4:30 in the
afternoon. I was lucky because my dancers performed on a gloomy day so it made the studios
have this grey dark somber look. I put up some Christmas lights behind the dancers to highlight
them and give them a little glow. Just like the costumes I wanted to make it as simple and
beautiful as I could.
To also set the mood, I wrote out 48 excerpts from different letters and hung them up in
the hallway coming into the studios. This way it would allow the audience to really read the
letters and get more in the mood for experiencing the dancers opening their letters. I also typed
up 4 different excerpts and printed them and gave each audience member one of them on their
seats where they could experience opening up a letter themselves. This experience was unique
for the audience because it gave them an insight it what letter opening was like back then and
how much meaning and emotion it actually held.
I wanted my set and lighting to be simple as to not over power the emotions of the
dancers and the letters. They were the main focus of my thesis and I wanted them to shine
brighter than any light. I feel like they did a beautiful job and looked stunning. I could not be
happier;
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H. Publicity:
For my publicity I really did not do that much because it was the day before finals and I
knew people where every busy plus I also wanted to make my thesis more intimate and small. I
hung up a couple of flyers around the dance studios. The flyers showcased the name of my
thesis, Remembering the Forgotten, and showed a picture of a soldier writing a letter to a loved
one. I wrote a little bit about what my thesis was about. I wanted to show the connection my
thesis had to history and movement. I tried to convey how movement can express the same
emotions and information of an event that words can. Below is a small version of my flyer that
was posted outside of the dance studios.

LMU Dance Deoartment Senior Thesis:

I.

Sun. May 5 (m4:30

Please come and watch a short piece at the LMU
Studios, on the retelling of World War II history
through the movement of the body.
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I. Analysis of My Work:
Mythesis was performed Sunday, May 5th at 4:30, and it was such a liberating
experience. Not only was I able to show all of my dancers and my hard work but also I was
able to share my love for history and dance with others. I was so proud with the amount of
work and growth my dancers and I were able to experience during this process. It opened my
mind to taking one step and a time and not stressing over the things I cannot control.
While watching my dancers perform I was amazed by their expression of emotions
throughout the piece. Even though I had seen my work a thousand times I was still so
impressed and mesmerized by my dancers work and their ability to convey my idea to the
audience. I was nervous especially when it came to my dancers reading the letters, that they
would read the excerpt in a flat robotic tone that I had heard in rehearsal but they erased all
concerns and fears as soon as they did the first movement on stage.
As a choreographer I was so proud of the work they did, but I still wanted to change
pieces of my choreography. It was not because my dancers did a bad job, but I felt like my
work still was not done. There are so many more places this work can evolved too. I wanted to
take certain places and emotions farther and I wanted to explore new emotions with the letters.
I would also love to extend the length of the piece. I guess for me this will be a never-ending
work.
But looking at the work I have and the work my dancers performed, I was impressed
with the complexity both my dancers and I were able to explore with these letters. The dancers
really encapsulated the emotions the author had when writing the letters. I really loved the
different qualities of movement I put into the piece. It allowed the audience to get a feel for the
emotional rollercoaster these women on the home front were put in.
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I also got an interesting perspective watching my dancers perform the work. I got to
watch my iiancers from behind looking at the audience watch my dancers. It was really
interesting because I always watched it from the front, so changing my perspective allowed me
to see new moments within my work that I never really noticed before. I was able to see my
work with a fresh pair of eyes. Like I said earlier, I wanted to add more things and tweaked it a
little bit because of the new perspective I was able to watch it in. This was also a learning
experience for me, next time I go to choreograph a work I will make sure I move to different
points of the room in order to fully see the whole work from every angle.
Overall, I was very pleased with my work and the performance my dancers did. They
worked so hard in making my idea com true and I was on cloud 9 watching them. This whole
process was a huge learning experience for me as a person and choreographer. Even though the
process was crazy turbulent I would not change it because it allowed me to find my voice and
create a beautiful work combining history and dance together.
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Ill. Dance Perspectives Essay and Course Reflection:
A. Dance Shmmaries:
Fundamentals of dance composition I:
In fundamentals of dance composition I, the class was able to work on their improvised dance
movements, compose and perform studies, speak, read and write about dance and dancing.
What I got out of this class is finding my movement. It allowed me to become familiar with my
body and my movement patterns so I Would be able to choreograph on myself. It allowed me
to build a community within the program and really solidify my next four years here at LMU. I
learned how to bring dancing into my life outside of the dance studios. I was able to see and
live dance through spoken words, reading and writing. Fundamentals class really focus on the 6
essential areas of art: creative, process, aesthetic, physical performance skills, aesthetic valuing
all within a cultural historical context and integration of community.
Dance Styles and Forms:
In Dance styles and forms I really focused on my own movement style and the steps I take
when choreographing works. For me this class allowed me to refine my choreographic choices,
it gave me a backbone as to why I make these choices. I was able to focus on my movement
quality and see how it differed from others in the class. This class was an individual journey as
well as a group journey. I really enjoyed doing all of the group work because it allowed me to
become comfortable working with others. It allowed me to incorporate my dance movement
qualities with others whiling making a dance. We were able to work with ambient music, music
of our choice and site specific work.
Choreographer's Workshop:
In this class I was able to develop my creative idea of history and dance into my choreographic
work: On the Sunny Side of the Street. This process allowed me to really dive into the process
of creating a dance. It was not smooth sailing the whole time, I really taught me to stand up for
my creative artistic voice. Through this process I was too much of the student by doing what I
was told. In the end, I realized how much I've learned about myself and about my dancing. I
now know how important my creative voice is, and I now know how to let it be heard.

Laban Movement:
In this class I was able to learn a system of analyzing and describing human movement in order
to reveal universal and personal meanings contained within. I was able to learn to divide
movement into effort, shape and space. This class introduced Laban movement analysis system
through instruction, exploration, experimentation, and play. Through the instruction,
exploration, experimentation, and play I was able to full understand movement and movement
analysis. I understood my movement better but I also learned to notice other people's
movement quality and it give it dance analysis terms. This class helped a lot with being able to
talk and write about dance.
Drumming:
I am current! y enrolled in this class, so I am in the process of learning.
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To Dance is Human:
In this class I was able to fully understand the community of dance. Dance is important not just

physically out spiritually and mentally as well. Dance is universal; it is everything that can
move. As humans we were meant to move so its only right that dance comes natural to us. In
this class I was able to discover dance and how it touches different people in different ways
because of their, ethnicity, culture, beliefs, circumstances, and their formation of their body.
What makes dance so special is that no matter how many differences there are dance is
universal. Everyone sees dance as something beautiful.

Dance History:
In this class we looked at the formation of dance and different dance styles and how this
effected dance now and how dance was affected by society of the time. We looked at the
formation of ballet and the changes of ballet styles through the years. We also looked at
Modern dance and how the changes in society helped solidify modem's place in the dance
world. We looked at the elegance of the 1920s-40s, watching Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,
Gene Kelly etc. We also looked at the rise of street dancing and how hip hop is important to our
generation because of its close ties to our culture. Dance History made me see the importance
of the past when learning dance in the present form. Everything was influence by something in
the past. It is important to know where we came from or where our inspiration came from in
order to move forward.
Kinesiology I &II:
In this class I was able to understand the anatomical parts of the human body and how the

actually muscle and skeletal system work when the body moves. This class really allowed me
to focus on the mechanical aspect of the body and broke down what my body is doing when I
move it. I learned all the different muscles in the body, where their origin is and their insertion
points. I learned what muscles work when the body flexes and extends. I also learned different
exercises that can be used to strength certain muscles or regions of the body. This class really
allowed me to understand my body and how it is moving. It allowed me to have better
intellectual conversation when discussing my body with dance teachers and physical therapists.

Principles of Teaching:
I am currently in this class right now, so I am in the process of learning.
Philosophy of Art:
I am currently enrolled in Hist550: Gender Technology and the Body, so I am in the process of
learning.
Improvisation:
In this class I learned to not dance so much in my head. I learned to just let my body move in

its natural ways. I was able to really focus on the idea of the music moving my body instead of
my thoughts; opinions or others influence my movement. I really started to enjoy improve
because it felt natural to me, it gave me the freedom of being able to feel and move the way I
wanted. I like not having restrictions and just letting my body move the way I want it too.
Improve became a way for me to discovery my movement more. It really helped me when I
went to start choreographing works because it gave me a jumping off place for movement.
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Careers in Dance:
I am currently not in this class because it did not fit with my schedule; I have a history seminar
class during this time.
Modern Dance II (Damon):
In this class we used movement as a tool for exploration in the modern dance world. This was

my very first modern dance class, so to me this was a class of exploration and new beginnings.
It helped spark my love and interest in modern dance. I was able to explore more ways in
which my body can move. This class helped me explore the concept of our body and how it is
used to investigate how our bodies are used as instruments using time, space, shape, energy,
and motion. This class helped me gain strength flexibility and balance and it helped me work
on my physical awareness and development of kinesiology of the body. I was able to develop
and celebrate my uniqueness as well as the uniqueness of others in the class.

Modern Dance III (Lillian):
In this class I was able to investigate personal movement styles within the refinement of
contemporary style. We focused on the pioneering modern techniques such as Limon, Graham,
and Paul Taylor as well as focusing on contemporary techniques such as release and counter
technique. I was able to acquire skills to physically demonstrate, write and talk about
intermediate level of modern dance. Lillian really focused on the practice of physical and
disciplined skill development. I also was able to develop an appreciation for artistic
performance, through watching Body Traffic perform. This class really ignited my passion for
modern dance and the enjoyment of the movement style and expression.
Modern IV (Holly, 1s t semester):
In this class I was able to really focus on the body in space. I was able to gain new anatomical
knowledge that helped me understand my body and the injuries my body had sustained.
Gaining this knowledge helped me understand my body on a new level, I was now able to
explain why my body moved the way it did. In this class I was able to dive into modern dance
more, showing my the real physicality of this dance style. I think that is why I love modern
dance so much, the physicality is like a challenge for me. It always blows my mind when I
discover the true strength of my body. Holly's work.is tough and physically demanding but
because of the anatomical knowledge she gave us I found that I was able to find new strength in
my body, spirit and mind.

Modern IV (Maria Gillespi, 2nd semester):
In this class I was able to observe a new style of modern. Maria's style is completely different
from Damon's Lillian's and Holly'.s. I really enjoyed getting a new style where it opened my
eyes to a new way of moving. Maria's class was both physically demanding as well as being
extremely enjoyable. In Maria's class I learned more about my body in space, how to take up
space and how to find the space of my body. Maria did a lot of floor work which allowed me
to become confortable with my body on the floor. I no longer was afraid on floor work of
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inversions. Maria's class helped me break out of my continuous cycle and allowed me to
really let go and just dance.

Modern V (Holly):
I am currently in this class, so I am in the process of learning.

Ballet III (Tekla):
In this class I was able to focus on the basic principles of classic dance. It helped my refine my
ballet technique and gain new knowledge to help both my classical dancing as well as my other
styles of dancing. This class helped provide a solid foundation for further dance training. Tekla
focused on the fundamentals of turning out properly, alignment and placement of the body.
This class really helped me understand my body and how it moves within the correct positions
of ballet training. This class helped my practice muscular skeletal analysis, and creative
imagery to find my body in space. Tekla used repetition to help us achieve maximum results in
performance and classical technique. Tek:la also helped my learn and understand classical
terminology.
Ballet IV (Scott):
In Scott's class I was able to focus on my technique more. Scott's class has a slower paced
barre work that allows me to really work on my alignment and technique. I was able to focus
more on the articulation of my feet, the importance of proper alignment, and the importance of
dedication for ballet training. In this class I learned and improved my classical dance
terminology as well as improved my classical dance musicality. I really became aware of the
facing used in ballet dancing and how my body needs to take up space just like in modern
dance. Scott made me see the importance of ballet dancing and just how much fun ballet can
be.
Jazz dance 4 & 5 (Paige Porter):
In this class I got to focus on the motivations of movement through jazz style, lyrical jazz style
and contemporary jazz style. Through the different style of jazz I was able to discover the
primal relationship between rhythm and movement as well as emotional expression. Paige
helped show us the deeper more passionate level of jazz dancing. She made jazz dance seem
personal and more intellectually driven then my previous experiences with it. She really
focused on work shopping jazz movements and techniques so we can understand where the
movement is coming from and how this will better not only our dancing in jazz class but also in
every other style of dance. She challenged us to find the connection of the movement to
expression without losing the technical proficiency. She gave very good corrections that helped
me understand myself and dance more. She really focused on teaching us the responsibility and
etiquette of professional dancers, so we are prepared when we step out into the real world.
Yoga for Dancers (Holly):
This class really helped me discovery my body more and realize the lack of connection my
mind had with my body. In this class I realized that Holly would be giving me a cue and my
body would be moving in the opposite direction. Throughout this class I really got to
understand my body and isolation of muscles to help strengthen and repair my body. This class
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really allowed me to find new strength in my body which helped me with the rest of my
dancing. I was able to anatomical understand my body better and to help prevent and repair any
injuries from occurring.

Pilates wellness lab (Teresa, Lizzie, and Melanie):
This course helped me build strong muscles without having excessive bulk. I was able to help
rehabilitate my body from injuries as well as prevent injuries from happening. Pilates helped
me understand the anatomical positions and muscles of the body more, giving me a better
understanding of how my body moves in space. I was able to understand neutral position a lot
better as well as learn to gracefully move with biomechanical precision. In this course I
concentrated of strengthening the core to help stabilize me, I worked of strengthening my back
in order to prevent me from injuring myself again and I focused on finding breath in my
movements. I was able to discovery my love for Pilates and seeing the importance of it for
helping me stay healthy and improving my dancing.

j
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B. Dance Perspectives Essay:

Tap Dance: The Important Forgotten Dance Style
Senior Thesis Dance Perspective Paper
Judy Scalin and Teresa Heiland
Meagan Jeffries
November 30, 2012

Tap dance is a dance style with elegance, poise, and intricacy. It brings music and
rhythm together in an energetic expression of movement. Tap is a dance style that really
gained popularity in the 1900s with big stars like: Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, Shirley
Temple, Gene Kelley, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Vera-Ellen, Ruby Keeler and Eleanor
Powell. Tap dance in recent decades has been put on the back burner, except for the small
resurgence that took place in the 1990s with acts like Tap Dogs and the Broadway hit
Bring in 'Da Noise, Bring in 'Da Funk. Now there are less and less people who know the

history, the intricacy, or just the pure enjoyment of tap. Why has tap lost its fame, class
and professionalism? The fall of tap is simple - its not seen as a prominent style - it is seen
as a historical style on its own. Unlike ballet, jazz, and modern, which all build off each
other in one way or another, tap dance is seen as a singular style. However, stars like Fred
Astaire and Gene Kelly, and Steve Condos have all mixed tap with jazz and ballroom
inventing a timeless tap style, still watched today. When we look at the history of tap we
can see that tap is really a subset or style-sibling of jazz. Tap dance has a lot more to offer
than just making rhythmic noise. It is an art form, a culture and a way of life. This paper is
going to focus on the importance of tap to dancers and why it should no longer be put on

j
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the back burner. Tap dance is a respectable art form and deserves to be appreciated like
the other aance styles.
Tap is not seen as a respectable and highly technical dance style, putting it at the
bottom of the important dance style list. Even just on the West coast tap has taken a
backseat. Is it because the home of Broadway is on the East coast? Did tap style not evolve
with the changing times? Is it really an inferior dance style? These are all questions that
come to mind when tap is widely ignored by the dance world. Ballet, jazz and modern are
all styles that have technique, precision, sophistication and a personal aspect to it. So
does tap. Many studio owners and teachers have noticed the importance of tap dance.
Toronto tap based choreographer, performer and personal mentor, Cathy Duncan stated,
"I've got a lot of kids who come in because their parents feel that tap is a necessary part of
their education. They've got to have it for coordination, personality development, and
body control. People think just ballet and jazz do that, but there's a great deal to be said
about tap" 1 . Tap dance pushes the dancer musically, creatively and in a new movement
pathway. It is important for dancers to have different outlooks to dance and hearing
music. Tap dance has sophisticated learning just like any other dance style. It allows the
mind to have a new avenue of expression, it opens the mind up to new ways of listening to
music and it allows for the understanding of free styling. It is not taken seriously because
of its background and the fact that it is extremely hard, you either have rhythm or you do
not.
Tap Dance roots started with the mixing of African dance and the Irish Jig. This
merger happened during the 1800s. African Americans were slaves and their overseers
1

Jerry Ames and Jim Siegelman, The Book of Tap: Recovering America's Long Lost Dance
(New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1977), 16.
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were immigrants, mostly Irish men. For entertain the Irish and African Americans would
challenge Bach other in dance circles. "The African Americans imitated the Irish Jig and
incorporated it into the syncopated rhythms of their own dance forms" 2 . Tap was born as
an all American dance form, but at this time what gave it illegitimacy is the fact that it was
created by African heritage and various immigrant heritages. Black tap dancers were
prohibited from performing their dance style for the public to see. This mixture of
cultures also gave this dance style its unique sound quality.
Tap is a style that focuses on musicality. Musicality is more then just melodic
rhythmic beats to a song; it is the backbone of noise. Without musicality everything will
just sound like a cacophony of noise. Tap dance gives a dancer the proper attention to
music and the beat that drives the movement. It helps to understand how the tones and
dynamics of a beat are made and how each beat sits within each other. Most tap dancers
are able to hear a rhythm or sound and duplicate it without even watching the dancer.
Cathy Duncan, Toronto based tap teacher and performer state: "I can duplicate any kind
of sound I hear. I can do it with my feet. It's an ear thing; you hear it and you can do it" 3.
Tap dance sound came from the noise of the African drum and Irish clogs. The mixture of
these two cultures gave birth to a syncopated rhythmic style that focuses on the call and
answer response of the dancer's feet. It incorporates the lively beat and as well as the
complexity to the formation of a rhythmic sequence. Music is one of the main components
to dance; it is what helps move the body through motion. Tap is no different to Ballet, Jazz

2

Donna-Marie Peters Ph.D, "Dancing with the Ghost of Minstrelsy: A Case Study of the
Marginalization and Continued Survival of Rhythm Tap"The Journal of Pan African
Studies, vol.4, no.6 (2011): 89.
3 Jerry Ames and Jim Siegelman, The Book of Tap: Recovering America's Long Lost Dance
(New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1977),20.
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or Modern; it creates a rhythm with the body that becomes more about allowing the
creative vc4ce within the person to come out when moving.
Knowing musicality is not just a benefit of tap dancing, it will also benefit many
other dance styles. Modern, ballet and jazz benefit from knowing musicality by allowing
the dancer to have a more primitive relationship to the music. Knowing musicality allows
for the body to drive the music instead of the music dictating the movement. The
relationship music and movement have is interdependent. Music helps fuel movement
while movement helps fuel music. Tap dance is a dance style that really has this idea at
the heart of its movement. Tap dance rhythms enhance the music; they are like another
instrument in the band or orchestra. Musicality is an important aspect to all dance forms.
There is more to tap dance then just making noise. Tap dance has a deep rich
history that makes connection to Africans, Irish and Americans. It is a mix of different
cultures just like ballet, jazz and modern. What makes this dance style unique is the
identity it created for itself. It is seen as an all-American dance style. Mary Ellen Hunt
looks at Hill's (a dance researcher) research on how tap blends the boundaries of social
constraints .
How tap dance has reflected and contributed to broader developments in
American expressive culture. The history of tap dance, Hill demonstrates,
is impossible to unlink from broader contestations around race, class, and
gender. As she notes in her Introduction and early chapters, the history of
tap has been marked by two distinct, if constantly intertwining, strains:
"one based in black vernacular dance and black rhythmic sensibilities, the
other in the jig and clog tradition of white Broadway4

Hunt, Mary Ellen. "DON'T CALL IT FUSION." Dance Magazine 79, no. 11 (November
2005): 22. Academic Search Complete, EBSCOhost (accessed October 6, 2012).
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This period of time was both an infusion of tap and its stars. Tap dancers like: Bill
"Bojangles" Robinson, John Bubba, Eleanor Powell, Fred Astaire, "Peg Leg" Bates, the
Nicholas Brothers and many more, all brought their life, culture and heritage into Tap.
They incorporated their life and passion for moving into their tap dancing creating a
unique experience for them and the viewers. Tap dance is a style that is always
innovating. Tappers are never done expanding the horizon. They have learned to work
with the rhythmic element making it about expressing their creativity over strict
technique. Take for instance "Peg Leg" Bates; he began dancing at the age of 5 before his
leg was amputated at twelve years old, due to a cotton mining injury. After his leg was
amputated he did not want people to feel pity for him. He always had a love for tap and
wanted to continue making rhythms allowing for his soul and passion to flourish. He
worked on incorporating tap dance and acrobatics together until the age of 15 when he
established a professional dance career. Tap dance then learned to embrace the famous
one-legged dancer inspiring many new renditions of old timeless steps and also
incorporating flashy moves into tap dance.
Once the 1920s hit and African Americans were now being incorporated into
musical theater productions and tap dance took off. Mary Ellen Hunt again looks at Hill's
arguments for the importance of tap by fitting it into a historical perspective.

By the 1930s, Harlem hotspots like the Cotton Club and the Apollo Theater
had become incubators of a distinctively new black aesthetic sensibility of
which tap dance and jazz music were the progenitors. ... makes an
important contribution to the ongoing scholarly interest in documenting
and interpreting black American performance practices. Hill perceptively
argues that 'jazz was the quintessential modernist expression of the
twenties, and jazz tap dance was a form of expressive production that led to
a specifically African American modernism' (90). The jazz tap dancing that
developed in this era, in Hill's account, constituted an essential refutation of
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the earlier forms of black vernacular tap that drew from "darky"
stereotypes and minstrel show idioms, in favor of a more formal, abstract,
and "high culture" aesthetic. 5
Tap's historical roots are important for us to know today. Tap dance has a big role in the
development of jazz dance and musical theater dance. Jazz and tap are closely linked
together because of their ties to musical theater. In the 1930s tap was being seen as a
more prominent dance style through musical theater works like Shuffle Along, Put and
Take, and Plantation Review, all which incorporated African Americans as main

characters. Tap was not just important in a Broadway sense, tap also hit its high point in
films with people like: Eleanor Powell, Vera-Ellen, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Donald
O'Connor, and Gene Kelly. "Most would say Fred Astaire is the most popular tap dancer. ..
he developed a new, amalgamated style of dance, cool and debonair, which combined the
full body movement of ballet, the romanticism and grace of ballroom, the syncopated
sound of tap dance, and the percussiveness of jazz dance, creating what he called his
'outlaw style'"6. Now tap dance was seen as a timeless dance style, creating a new sense of
elegance and class. Now that tap dancing was in both Broadway and film, it helped
solidify it as a prominent dance style in the 1920s and 30s.

Tap dance, from an academic standpoint, is not viewed as a top priority. Yes, ballet,
jazz and modern technique are extremely important for a dancer to know, but tap gives a
dancer much more than just technique and steps, it gives the dancer a creative voice
within the body adding to the music. Tap dance is not about over exaggerating facial
expression, like jazz and Broadway nor was it about trying to push political boundaries,
s lbid ... 22.
6
Fieldman, Anita. Inside Tap: Technique and Improvisation for Today's Tap Dancer (New
Jersey: Princeton Book Company, 1996), 13.
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like early modern was. "Most of the young men kept their personalities, feelings, and
emotions in the music and not as exaggerated outward expression. The young men and
women, who were in the minority, were performing not for audience approval but rather
for their own personal feelings of accomplishment. They refused to project historic
superficial performance expressions as part of their routines" 7 . Tap dance had an
individual approach but also had a big sense of community, there are structured steps
that are passed down or are inspired by other dances and other steps. Tap is a traditional
dance style, where steps have come from other movement patterns and qualities in any
dance style, but the tap dancer interprets them. Tap movements, like the Time-Steps,
which were originally created to help keep a group of dancers in time with the music,
have all been revised from generation to generation giving creation to multiple different
versions of the same step. Many of the masters of tap were self-taught, they used a
technique called 'stealing steps' to learn what another tap dancers was doing and to
replicate the sound. "Influential tap dancers did not just execute the steps of others
beautifully; they expanded on ideas already developed, or they came up with entirely new
ideas through improvisation and choreography" 8• This is important for other dance styles
because it opens all doors to movement. There is no confinement as to what movement
you can do in different dance styles. It creates a massive dance community where all
dance styles feed off of each other creating a unique dance experience rich in culture and
history.

7

Donna-Marie Peters Ph.D, "Dancing with the Ghost of Minstrelsy: A Case Study of the
Marginalization and Continued Survival of Rhythm Tap"The Journal of Pan African
Studies, vol.4, no.6 (2011): 83.
s Ibid ... 7.
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Today many teachers use the technique, "stealing steps", allowing for students of
not just tap but other dance styles like hip hop, break dancing and contemporary to
strengthen their creative voices. The whole exercise of tap dancing mostly requires the
use of sound. Exercises where the students have to close their eye and only listen to the
steps made by the teacher, which they then have to replicate, allows for a certain soundbrain connection very special and unique to dancers. This connection allows for a new
outlook on movement. Movement is not supposed to be created by sound but instead it is
to create sound with the body through movement.

Tap dance as a dance style has a huge aspect of composition to it. Composition is
the creation of something, in university dance programs composition is a major focus.
Why is tap left out of the focus of composition? In university programs composition
classes make students focus on Effort, Space, Shape and Body, so why is tap dance left out
of composition? There is more of a focus on creating outside of the box in a way that feels
natural to your body movement. A basic composition exercise would incorporate being
given an item (photo, song, poem etc) and letting that guide your movement until you
have created a sequence. This is exactly what tap dance is about. Tap dance uses space,
shape of the body and arms, efforting in creating dynamics with the sounds and using the
lower extremities to create rhythmic sequences. Tap is built on composition but it is not
seen as an important style because of the lack of 'structure'. Many students have a hard
time picking up tap because of the lack of structure within taps guidelines, but also the
isolation of the lower extremities.

Tap dance is a style of deep history and deep knowledge of the body and how to
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create expression through music. Dancers should care about tap dance because it will
strengthen the dancers abilities in other dance classes by learning the intricacy of
rhythms and timing. This will allow the dancer to be able to express the ms elf in a unique
manner, giving them more creative authority over their movements by allowing their
rhythm to express what they are feeling. Tap dance is important historically; other dance
styles put a heavy importance on their history and _where the movement came from. Tap
is no different. It was developed around the massive social change of America. Tap has a
deep history in America, making it an all American dance style. Tap dance also teaches the
importance of weight and being grounded. Tap rhythms can easily be changed by just the
amount of weight placed on the foot. Knowing the intricacy of weight bearing in the lower
extremities will help out in other dance styles by allowing the dancer to have better
control over their legs and weight bearing. Tap dance is also important for those who
want to teach musicality to dancers. Musicality is a huge aspect to dance, the movement
goes to the music and the music goes to the movement, there is no room for leeway. Tap is
a dance style of great importance. It is not the superior dance style but it is needed for a
dancer to be well rounded. Tap dance will allow for more inspiration in other dance styles
allowing the dancer to have a bigger palette of movement to choose from.
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IV. Aesthetic Statement:
Dance is a way of expression; it is raw and comes deep from within the soul. It survives
on the realness of the soul feeding the body with the nourishment it needs in expressing itself.
To me, dance is beautiful, it allows the body to soar and flow into new places and spaces. I find
dance to be the art of transforming humans into something greater, something that brings the
soul closer to full expression and perfection. Dance is a way for me to express everything I
cannot express in words. Movement is at times more expressive then words. In movement you
cannot mask how the body feels because it moves without thinking. In speech you can muffle
what you are really thinking by using different tones and by lowering your volume.
Dance is a full expression of the body and soul. It cannot hide, or be stifled. The body
wants to share its emotions though movement. As a dancer, dance is beautiful in it gives your
body the freedom and liberty to take up space the move however it wants. As a dancer I can let
go of all worries for social norms, perfection and beauty and just let myself be consumed with
movement and how my body wants to move. Your body adapts to the emotions you are feeling.
One day you may be really sad and your movement may be more slow and melancholy, while
the next day you are extremely energetic and your movement involves a lot of springing and
level changing. That is the beauty about dance. Dance is more about the moment and how you
feel, it is not about something that is superficial.
My aesthetic of dance evolves more emotion and expression than perfection. I would
rather see a dancer spill their heart out on the dance floor then execute 24 pirouettes perfectly.
Don't get me wrong, watching someone do 24 pirouettes is incredible but it is only a matter of
time until someone beats that record and no one will remember the dancer who did 24
pirouettes. By emotionally allowing you to express yourself you are already unforgettable
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because no one can feel emotions the same as you. Emotions are what makes dance unique.
Without an emotion behind the movement dance is just the imitation of movements, it is not
real. It is like eating plastic food it gives you no nourishment.
I also find that my love for history affects my dance aesthetic. I love when people use
stories when they dance. Stories back in ancient times were the only form of entertainment.
People would sit around a campfire and tell each other stories they had heard. We are following
the traditions of our ancestors by telling stories with our bodies. Emotion allows you to break
down the barrier you have with the audience and let everyone see who you are as a human
being and as an artist.
I also love it when people make reference to some event or person that has happened in
the past. It is a way to acknowledge where we as humans, dancers, artists, and individuals have
been and it shows where we are going. By acknowledging the past we are able to make big
strides to the future. Dance has come from a long history that involved many cultures,
techniques, purposes, and aesthetics. Acknowledging the vast styles of dance you acknowledge
the vast history dance has. Dance has been around since the cave men. It has always been about
the expression of emotions and stories.
My aesthetic preferences are pretty diverse. I love any movement that makes me feel
something and makes me want to move myself. I love to watch any style of dance. Obviously, I
have more of a preference towards aesthetic styles that I have had more training in because I
am more familiar with them. I know how the body is supposed to move more accurately and it
is easier for me to relate because I am way more familiar with it. But I love all styles of dance.
Dance is something that is universal, no matter where in the world you are you can dance and
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people will understand you. There are different stylized forms that certain cultures prefer but
overall dance is the universal language of the body.
For my aesthetic preference I love to watch the development of choreography
throughout the piece. Choreography gives the dancer something to work with; the movement is
what drives the dancer to express their emotions. Choreography is the same as a painter

►
I

painting a picture. The final product is what the dancer shows, or what the picture looks like

I

after. The choreography is how the art is developed. Choreography is a learning experience; it
draws the dancers and choreographers closer to the project and better allows them to express
their emotions.
I learned the importance of choreography to creating art this year with my senior thesis.
Choreography develops over time; it is always changing and morphing to the situations
happening around you. I went from choreographing 5 dancers to 3. By the time I got to 3 my
movement became more dark and expressed more sad emotions because at that time I was
feeling more stressed and mad about the whole situation. When I first started it was hard for me

I
I
I
I

to get at the sad and dark movement because I was not there emotionally. This is what my piece
was missing before, it was too pretty and did not convey the hardships and emotions of the
letter. With the proceeding of time art and movement is able to develop and turn into something
beautiful.
A dancer should always bring their heart and soul into the dancing. This is very cliche
but it is what makes or breaks the audience's connection they have to the movement. Without
the realness of conveying their feeling a dancer looks boring, they look like they lost all love
movement brings to the body and soul. I was able to work with my dancers of my senior thesis
to allow them to better express themselves and the letters through their movement. It was hard
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at first because I could see that they had no connection to the letters, making my idea look
boring and there being no need for the letters. However, once I got the dancers more
comfortable with their letters and allowed them to better understand their letter's background.
Once they were able to understand the realness of the letter their expression became more raw
and allowed the audience to connect with them more.
Emotion is really big for my dance aesthetic. Without it I do not feel a connection to the
movement. I want to feel something and be moved by what I am seeing. I want the dance to
make me what to make a change, take a stance, or make me understand an emotion or situation
better. I have always had trouble communicating and expressing my feelings with words.
Dance is the only real way I can let everything out, therefore I find myself wanting to connect
to dance more then wanting to see perfect technique. Of course dance needs to have technique
but technique can only take you so far. Technique cannot teach you to express your emotions
and to be real while you dance. In fact nothing can teach you do to that, you just need to let
everything go and believe in yourself and your body's movement.
Dance, to me, is all about expression. It is about finding the connection dance has to the
past and the present. It gives the dancer a way to express and nourish the soul more than words
can. Music plays an important part in my aesthetic, because music helps the body express the
movement better. Music enhances what the audience is seeing. It also enhances the emotion of
the dancer by allowing them another way to express their movement. Dance with music is a
beautiful site. It gives the dancer another field of art to draw on for expression.
Dance overall is a beautiful connection the body has to the soul through movement. The
connection allows for the dancer to connect to their real emotions and express them without
fear. Dance is an art form that relies on some technique but mostly performance.
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V. Moving to a City:
If I move to Miami, I would audition for the Miami Contemporary Dance Company:

HO~l

OUR MIS10AY

OUR PEOPlE

OUR BOARD, COLLABORAl'ORS& SUPPORTE:RS

GLOBAL MOVl'wl[NT

SULLl\'ANTECMNIQUi:

MEMB[ltSHlP OPPOA.lUNlTLES

CONTEMPORARY
DANCE
'

Our History
fhr M,.ann Conlemporary Dance Comp.any no,-.

1n

,ts n,yel~h year,

1s

led by internat,onally-acch11med Artistic: O,r~cto, Ray Sull,v.a.n

Pnor to fnund1n1 lhe Company Mr. Sl..lhv.in f!njoyrd an ntirns\~ international dance c.1reer performing works by 0'111!r fo~
chor~ographt'n 1n Nor-th Arner,ca South it.rn~r,c.a ,._,., ;and Europe. fJI, <..., 11,v, r nu .m. ,,cr-d •he Oanc:a Miami Choreoa,aph•f'·s

FeUOWlhlp ,n 200S 1n rec:08n11t"'>"' o' h

~

1nclud1n5 m.tJDf perfoun,1nce nmc.5

local Chl!atc-r!o educ,n1onaf pragr•nu for children and aduhs, (:Ommunir,,· outcc..,ch progrilrn~.

=iii

rortr tJ .. • orv lo th!! c<>ncc .::orT"'l" ... n11) La cn • tCOC sc.,.._onor.: h;,,s 1

•...idc-0;:, v,11r rrv I'.!; c"r ••

choreographel"'s work.sho.,s and lntrrnat1onal culturill exchiln5e: pro1ecu 1n countries including Aricntu,a .lnd 1ta~y The Company
ha,: prided ltstlf an b1!1ng a: ;:ultur.ailty diwn;~ inti:rnomonal lt•rn of accompllshe:d dance professionals
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Or I can work at this studio:

HOME

ABOUT US

PROGRAMS

Dar,ce Sr'.>dic 1r C~ra• G~b,cs FL

C.~n~ S':1.:t11c 1r K~n~all fl

c--~ot,vo cance Stu11<:
2129 Co ...:il Way
Coral Gabl,e~. fl 33:-45

Creat1,o Dance St.i<J,o

M11m~ Ft Hl-SE

(786) 663-5573
(786) 718-9818

( 3o5) 549- 3018

GALLERY

CREATIVO DANCE STUDIOS SCHEDU_E - CORA~ GABLES FL - KENDALL FL
COAAL GABLES · O·u "~"" fa, our CJITI!nt scheoules ar.d 1uItIor,

NJ3! Si/,' ~20tr: Slrt~! i.in1 102

LOCATION

CONTACT

Find us on Facebook
:~l-~ Crea1,~o Dance Studio
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Or I would work here:

Home• Studio Info

Teachers

Studio Info
Angel oec,coo a•u,, 6 year.; o• teacn,ng at the Joe w,ch~s Danae
Stud,o tha: 1t was t,me to challenge he<Sel' anc begin a dance
Slud,o In the Palmetto Bay/ Pinecresl area ano lei he< heart leao

~

~

1

the resi. The wonde<ful and h,ghly reputable Joe W,chaef s OMce Stuc,o •,,as reaoy for
re11rement and Tawannaano Angel - • reao)' to do S-Ome:n,ng new

Augus· o' i998 DanceEmpireooenec ;r ~he corner ot "28th Street on the wes~ SJce o' !he
n1ghi., a1 ti •1,as a ne-Mycons:ruc.~ ~\\"O s~uc10C¥\c:e s~tha- 1J.as mace ou~ c'
01;"-'<>0C anc ir,rrors ;.. hanc-mace dance s·uc,o :ha' Ange pu: he< hear. In,o Sy
Decen'.be< ot · 998 the word had spreac arouno w ~ that some!h•ng o:g some:hIng n..,
was happen,ng In oance In the Fails araa Ali we<eaouwng Dancer lv.agai1nesOwen
Gotdme,, sta:eo • I h;r;e nl!\•er seen such asuccess!ul gro"1ng for a beginning for any
s1ud10 tn the coun:rv1 Aft& t\\o years 1n that locat,on. 1: was becomino \vait too small

ANG:\.

TAWANNA
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V. Appendices:
Chicago Citation of World War II Letters Book:
"World War II Letters" ed. Bill Adler with Tracy Quinn McLennan. New York: St. Martin's
Press, 2002.
Photos:
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